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A Page-Turner
Indireads offers

e-books for South
Asians, by South Asians.
BY PRITI SALIAN

H

ow many times does dissatisfaction with what’s on the
bookshelves lead to the creation of a portal offering South Asian
romantic literature? Not often. But when Naheed Hassan, an
economist living in Boston, was consistently bugged by the lack
of South Asian romance literature, she resolved to change that.
Growing up in Pakistan, Hassan loved reading Mills & Boon and
Georgette Heyer novels, but she found it difficult to relate to the
Italian billionaires in the stories who fell for blue-eyed blonds. She
wondered why sparks couldn’t fly between people who dressed
and thought like her in the books she read. This later inspired
the birth of Indireads, an e-publishing site featuring South Asian
literature written by South Asians around the world.

longer than 100 to 120 pages, they are quick reads that provide
fodder for the South Asian soul. Most of the authors have been
launched by Indireads and they have been guided and nurtured by
their editors from the get-go while being given complete freedom
and a creative license to work. Authors are marketed using social
media strategies, given space on the website to interact with their
fans and paid a royalty.

“We created Indireads with the intention of bringing to the
table good quality, well-written and well-edited popular fiction
from the Indian subcontinent, with an appeal for the modern South
Asian across the world,” says Hassan, the CEO of Indireads. She
believes that while there are a few writers
like Arundhati Roy, Vikram Seth, Kamila
“We created Indireads with the
Shamsie and Mohsin Hamid who have
crossed borders and have been accepted intention of bringing to the table
globally, there’s scope for many others who
good quality, well-written and
just need the right podium to showcase
well-edited popular fiction from
their work. Indireads has launched a host
of romance writers and is now coming up
the Indian subcontinent, with
with stories in the thriller, crime and science
an appeal for the modern South
fiction genres.
Indireads novellas are bite-sized, easy
reads that can be devoured on the go.
Available for less than $5 CDN and no

Asian across the world.”

- Naheed Hassan, CEO of Indireads

“Our writing and plots have their own
unique characteristics and are reflective of
a modern South Asian ethos and culture,
which is very different from the mainstream,
west-influenced popular fiction available today,”
Hassan explains. The settings in the books easily
captivate South Asian readers of all ages when
they talk of Fabindia, Pahari songs and matthis
with tea. Some stories are even set in countries
like the U.K. and the Philippines, where
expatriate protagonists strive to strike a balance
between love and culture.

Indireads protagonists have found love
in their colleges and workplaces, in the slums of Mumbai
and in a retirement home. One of the stories features a
gandharva wooing a college girl, while in another story a
couple goes looking for the mythical “scrolls of love” in
a bid to save their marriage. There’s even a story about a
divorcée who marries a widower, and the two find love
post-marriage.
Don’t mistake these tales of love to be conservative.
Indireads authors are all independent, modern women and
men, some of whom have woven their own lives into their
stories, just for their readers. Log on to www.indireads.
com and browse the site to pick up a few gems that you
can read on your laptop, e-reader or mobile. Indireads
brings you stories straight from the mustard fields of
Punjab and beyond the Himalayas that Amazon and Barnes
and Noble can’t offer. And you don’t have to wait for a
vacation back home to buy them. ä
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